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    Wheels 
       and 
         Floats                            

 

News letter No. 320 July/Aug 2012 

TAURANGA MODEL MARINE AND ENGINEERING CLUB 
The Secretary                   Rail Track Memorial Park 

c/o 3 Waipuna Grove,                                        Open to Public weather permitting.                                                  

Tauranga 3112      Sundays 10.00am to 4.00pm 

Palmerville Station Phone 07 578 7293                                       Website. 

              NOTICE OF MEETING 

The next general meeting will be on  

Tuesday 7
th

 Aug at 7pm, 

At Palmerville Station 

Patron:   Noel Pope 

President:             Peter Jones          (07) 543 2528 

Vice President:   Ron Salisbury   (07) 577 9403 

Secretary:            Owen Bennett   (07) 544 9807 

Treasurer            Clive Goodley      (07) 5722959 

Editor:                Clive Goodley       (07) 5722959 

  goodley@clear.net.nz 

 

Committee:       Warren Belk,  

       Bruce Harvey, Bob Stacey,  

                                 John Stent, Bruce Mckerras 

                                  Peter Lindsay. 

Boiler Committee:  Peter Jones, Paul Newton,  

                                 Bob Batchelor.  

Safety Committee  Warren Karlsson, Bruce Harvey 

                                 Lloyd Breckon. Pete Lindsay  

 

 

Next Committee Meeting. Thurs 2nd Aug 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

   Conveners:          

Workshop:    Ron Salisbury, Bruce McKerras 

Track:    Bruce Harvey 

Marine:    Warren Belk, Ken Fox 

Librarian:   John Nicol 

Rolling Stock:   Clive Goodley 

Supply Officer:   Bob Stacey 

Website by:           

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

Operators May/June 2012 
15-07-12                           E. Evans 

22-07-12                           C. Goodley    

29-07-12                           B. Harvey 

05-08-12                           P. Jones 

12-08-12                           W.Karlsson    

19-08-12                           P. Lindsay 

26-08-12                           B. McKerras 

02-09-12                           R.Salisbury 

09-09-12                           O. Bennett 

16-09-12                           N. Bush 

Presidents Points 

This month our President, Peter Jones and spouse, Bev are away swanning around the world on holiday. I 

have the privilege as Vice President to give vent to my thoughts on the club activities of late.   

I am very pleased with the advances the club is making, both outside with the preparation for the new 

track, and in the workshop with the bogie standardisation program. It is the biggest burst of activity since 

the outer track was laid several decades ago. I congratulate and thank, not only the movers and shakers, 

but the willing helpers we are lucky to have now. It is important that the more mundane tasks are also 

carried out and I thank Clive, who keeps the lunchroom floor swept and washed, a job which no-one else 

seems prepared to step up and do.  

Last Sunday there was a potentially dangerous situation when a toddler, a witness estimated the child was 

about two or three years old, was riding the last train of the day with no accompanying adult, (the mother 

was sitting in her car in the car park). The toddler fell off and thankfully, suffered a only few bruises on 
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her legs. When an adult boards the train with a gaggle of children it may not be obvious that one of them 

is not of that brood, but we must be alert to the problem and watch for such situations.   

On a happier note, due to the success of the last couple of playdays, Bruce McKerras suggested at the last 

Committee meeting that another one would be welcome, and so a playday is scheduled for the 14
th

 July. 

 

New padlocks had to be bought to replace several that have been lost in recent months, these locks are 

special, having a common key and consequently cost $60 each, so please be careful, make sure they are 

placed where they are supposed to be. 

Keep on turning.                         Ron Salisbury 

 

From the Committee Meeting. 

All being well, during Open Weekend, the foyer of QE Hall will be available for our displays, this has yet 

to be finalised. 

Further money has been approved for the new bogie program, progress is starting to speed up on this 

project. 

Users of the club workshop will appreciate the installation of new lighting. 

 

The Parish Priest in a small town in America’s bible belt was gradually getting demoralized, the number 

of his flock confessing to adultery at the monthly confessions, was increasing relentlessly. He decided he 

could take no more and would leave. His congregation thought very highly of him and devised a strategy 

to keep him as their Priest. Instead of confessing to adultery, they would confess they had fallen. The ruse 

worked and he stayed on, in fact until he died some years later.  

The new Priest heard their confessions and after a while his concern grew as realized his flock were 

having problems and he decided to act. 

 He went to the Mayor and voiced his concerns, telling the Mayor he had to fix up the sidewalks so they 

were no longer a hazard, and his parishioners would not keep falling. 

The Mayor laughed and upset the Priest even more, “This is no laughing matter” he thundered. The 

Mayor just kept on laughing, “There is nothing to laugh about “ said the Priest, “Your wife has fallen 

twice this month.” 

 

Dates to Remember 
Tauranga Club Playday  Sat 24th July 

 

Hawke’s Bay Model Engineering Society 50th Reunion, 6th&7th Oct. 

 

New Plymouth Model Engineers 60th Birthday Bash 20th 21st  22nd  Oct. 

  

Havelock North Live Steamers Open Weekend 19th 20th 21st 22nd Oct 

 

River Edge Park Miniature Railway 10th Anniversary Run 15th 16th Dec 

In the last issue of Wheels and Floats I raised the subject of what to do in the event of a lack of water in 
the boiler. Despite the invitation for input on the subject, only one person. John Heald made a 
submission, consequently I can include the whole unabridged article. Thank you John. 

We had a few discussion at the club on the subject, but nothing enlightening came from that. I have 
come to the conclusion that the important thing is to have a plan, have a little think about it, even if your 
plan of action is not the best plan in the circumstances, it is better than no plan at all and being caught 
on the hop. 

WIFE VS. HUSBAND 
A couple drove down a country road for several miles, not saying a word. An earlier discussion had led to 

an argument and neither of them wanted to concede their position.  

As they passed a barnyard of mules, goats, and pigs, the husband asked sarcastically, "Relatives of 

yours?"  

"Yep," the wife replied, "in-laws" 
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Article by John Heald.    I have only had two occasions to need to think quickly in emergency with low 
water problems. However I have often thought before hand what will I do when it happens. Do we all 
have an emergency procedure? The first occasion was when a sight glass blew on the Tagus locomotive, 
luckily I had two glasses with a compliment of taps for just an emergency. Steam was all over the show, 
however I managed to open the sight glass drain cock (with rag in hand) which reduced the amount of 
steam from the cracked glass. Once this was done I found it relatively easy to isolate both top and 
bottom sight glass taps.  Once this was done I found the boiler pressure down to 60lbs and thus put 
both injectors on to ensure water came back to the middle of the glass (it was just showing at the 
bottom). I continued running for the rest of the day on one glass. Ever since this happened I have always 
fitted duel gauges each fitted with two isolation taps and blow down from the bottom of the glass. Each 
time I run any engine I check all taps work freely, just in case.   

The worst scenario was on the same engine at Havlock North. Coming into the station the cab roof 
caught the over bridge steps (this has been fixed now), only by about 5mm, however it was enough to 
twist the cab and fracture the manifold at the junction with the boiler bush. Luckily steam was gushing 
sideways and I could still view and operate the controls. None of the grates in my big engines can be 
dropped with ease, usually needing the steaming bay area to do it. It could not be done quickly either. I 
put both injectors on and left them, concentrating on dousing the fire. This was done by topping up with 
fuel until I saw no red coals showing.  A rag was placed in the chimney to stop any residual draught 
coming through. I have found on all my engines fitted with a large oversize grate area it will permit a 
small residual draught even when the blower is off, not much but enough to keep the fire alive over a 
number of hours. The water level did go below the bottom nut, but no damage was done.  This boiler is 
fitted with thick walled schedule 40 tubes so there was no chance of heat affecting them due to the 
draft being extinguished. Tests conducted on the newer Duplex boiler indicated that if water was still 
behind the fire wall the maximum temperature that was obtained under full draught conditions  on the 
fire  box surface was 289C. I suspect that this would be less for carbon steel due the thicker material 
required under the steel boiler code. I also think that proportionately steel boilers are well over 
engineered set against full sized versions.  
  

Copper boilers are another story. I  built a 5" scale Hunslet  and on its second outing I let a friend drive 
the engine (he was a well known  boiler inspector with the Labour Dept.). After a couple of laps at our 
Te Amorangi track he appeared at the station clouded in a steam envelope. The paint had burnt off the 
cladding and silver solder was seen dripping onto the track. The boiler had to be completely rebuilt. The 
moral of the story is ensure anyone who drives your engine, especially with a copper boiler, has the 
ability to attend the correct procedures of running it!   On close inspection after the event it was found 
that the sight glass was indeed fully functioning. I wondered ever since what went wrong. 

 

Have YOU got yours in yet 

It is annual Subscription time again and this year the initial response has been very pleasing. There are 

however a dozen members on our list from last year who have yet to open their wallet, or cheque book. 
Please, make my life easier and get your subs in sooner, rather than later. From me with my Treasurers 
hat on. 

For those who rarely, if ever, venture to the park on a Sunday, there is usually Bruce M. or Owen, often 
both, with their steam engines. It certainly makes more interest for the public and us.  I understand Bruce 
Harvey may rise to the challenge and produce his steam engine on playday. I have the feeling that if the 
track is not vacuumed first, or it looks likely to rain, he will not get it out of its box.   

1.       My neighbour knocked on my door at 2:30 this morning, can you believe that? 2:30am?     
          Luckily for him I was still up playing my Bagpipes. 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2.       Paddy 
says, "Mick, I'm thinking of buying a Labrador. 
         "Really, bad move" says Mick "have you seen how many of their owners go blind?" 
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------                                                                                                                                                                                            
3.       My girlfriend thinks that I'm a stalker. Well, she's not exactly my girlfriend yet. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Boating News 
Radio Sailing Club 
With the winds being fickle and coming from several directions we have had some frustrating days.This however 
has not stopped members coming and sailing. We did however have a very sad time when Richard Batchelor from 
Taupo passed away while in Tauranga to sail. He will be missed by sailing members around New Zealand both as 
a friend and as a competitor. People are still purchasing boats and either restoring them or having them restored by 
someone else. It is interesting to see these older designs sailing with new carbon fibre keels and rudders plus the 
newer designs in masts and rigs. The saying I may be old but can still perform seems to be the case with these 
boats. We continue to be in touch with the council over the pond usage and are able to enjoy our days sailing. 
Several members are heading to Hamilton for the Waikato champs and we wish them well. Cheers Ken Fox 
 
 

When you drink vodka over ice, it can give you kidney failure. 
When you drink rum over ice, it can give you liver failure. 
When you drink whiskey over ice, it can give you heart problems. 
When you drink gin over ice, it can give you brain problems. 
Apparently, ice is really bad for you. Warn all your friends. 
 
 
 
Return Address 

TMMEC 

3 Waipuna Grove 

Tauranga 3112 
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One Metre Sailing. The weather Gods have gone on holiday one would believe as we have been sailing or 

drifting around our courses most race days for the last few weeks. Enthusiasm is still there as members still 
continue to arrive and attempt to race. Waihi now has a number of keen sailors who come down to race in 
Tauranga, with our members going and racing in Waihi on the Waihi race day. The racing has become competitive 
as one sees in the photos taken at the start as every one wants the best starting spot when the gun goes. New 
members are given a start to enable them to get away safely and other members attempt to pass them. Interesting!  
Cheers, Ken  
 

 

 
Return address 

TMM&EC 

C/o. 3 Waipuna Grove 

Tauranga 3112 
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